New England Leather Alliance

August 19th, 2017

Presents

Marlborough, MA

Greetings, Fellow Kinksters, and welcome to the NELA’s 49th Fetish Fair Fleamarket®! This is our
third year in our Summer Flea home, the Best Western Royal Plaza Hotel in Marlborough, MA.
Please remember that unlike our Winter Flea, we do not use the entire hotel during the Summer
Flea, so please be aware that just beyond our walls there are hotel guests of all ages and inclinations. Please read through the dress code and event rules carefully and abide by them at all times.
When in public spaces, especially outside our checkpoints, please exercise good judgement in
regards to behavior and language. We value good relationships with our host hotel and ask for
your cooperation to help us maintain those good relationships.
We are excited to offer you over 30 vendors in the Royal Ballroom, several community/outreach
groups in the main hallway, and an assortment of kinky demonstrations in the Seminar Room. The
Duchess and Princess Rooms will also offer lounges and a few classes (see elsewhere in this
book for details). Thank you to all our presenters, vendors, lounge hosts and volunteers.
Consider having a meal, snack or drink in the main hallway – supporting the concession stand
helps us strengthen our relationship with our host hotel. If you need an ATM, there’s one next to
the Gift Shop. Please listen to our volunteer staff and board members, they are here to support
our event. If at any point you have a concern, please seek out a NELA Board member, or any
NELA volunteer. All of us differ in our abilities and skills, so please be mindful of those who might
not be as agile. All spaces are fully accessible, if you need further assistance, please let us know.
As with most community organizations, the lifeblood of our organization is our volunteers. Everyone from the wristband checkers to the Board of NELA contribute by devoting their time, energy
and abilities to make this Summer Flea possible. We wholeheartedly thank all our volunteers for
their efforts and dedication.
NELA is a registered 501(c)3 non-profit organization dedicated to making a safe place in the
world for all leather / fetish / BDSM people through education, advocacy, and charitable giving.
To learn more, stop by our Associates table where you can also update or purchase a new NELA
Associates Benefit Card, which entitles you to free or reduced-rate admission to NELA events
throughout New England. Revenue from swag table merchandise we offer in return for donations
also supports our work, so if you purchase a NELA t-shirt, hoodie, or any of our other items, you’re
helping to support our advocacy and charitable giving.
We support other worthwhile organizations both at home and across the country like The Network/ La Red, AIDS Care Ocean State and the NCSF. We also have special programs like the
‘Ayem Willing’ Volunteer Travel Fund which assists volunteers to travel to events and return with
education which they might not otherwise be able to reach. Your attendance at the Fetish Fair
Fleamarket helps support our mission, and we thank you for joining us.
Be sure to keep in touch via our website nelaonline.org for upcoming events, classes and other timely announcements. Follow us on social media too! Twitter: @FetishFlea, Facebook: @
NELAWeb and Fetlife: @NELAWeb.
Wishing you a fantastic day at the
Summer Fetish Fair Fleamarket!
Iya
Con Chair
FFF #49
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Rules

• Admission is good for entry to all vending areas and demos for the day.
• You must wear your wristband, and it must be visible, at all times. Broken
wristbands are void and cannot be used for entry. If your wristband breaks,
immediately return it to the Registration Desk for a replacement.
• Anyone appearing to be intoxicated or under the influence may be refused
admittance or removed from the FFF without refund.
• Please refrain from wearing strong perfume, cologne, or heavy scents
• Playing/scenes or any sexual activity in public is prohibited. Restrooms are
considered public areas. You may briefly try out items for sale on yourself
only with the vendor’s permission
• Exposure of any bodily fluids or effluence, in any and all forms is prohibited
in all public areas.
• Ask for permission before touching anything that doesn’t belong to you
(humans included!).
• Smoking is prohibited inside the hotel. Outside the hotel acceptable smoking
distance from any hotel entrance is marked.
• Food/drink is prohibited in vending booths.
• Demos are first-come, first-serve to the seating limit of the room. Entering a
classroom with signage indicating full or at capacity is prohibited.
• All persons under age 18, including infants, are strictly prohibited.
• All animals are prohibited with the exception of service animals.
• Please respect the privacy of others. What you see here, stays here.
• Violation of any of these rules may be reason for ejection from event areas
without refund.
• Questions or concerns may be brought to any NELA Board Member.

Dress Code
The Fetish Fair Fleamarket® does not allow nudity in any public areas of
the host hotel. “Sidewalk Friendly” attire is required, which is not the same as
“Street Legal.” “Legal” means a thong and pasties -- but we have always required a bit more to ensure the comfort of all attendees. This means that butts
and breasts must be fully covered; no breasts covered only in Liquid Latex or
by something sheer or see-through with nothing else under[neath] it. We understand that this is a kink event, but please remember that our goal is to make
everyone comfortable – not only our guests, but the hotel staff. Please keep
that in mind when you choose your outfits, and help us make sure that we get
re-invited each year to this wonderful venue. Your cooperation and support is
crucial to our success, and we love you all for it – and we also think you all look
hot, even if we can’t see your naughtier bits in the hallways :)

~RULES & CONDUCT~
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Cell Phone Policy

• Cell phone use in public areas (anywhere outside of private hotel rooms) is
discouraged, cell phones with uncovered camera lenses are strictly prohibited.
• Classroom, lounges, socials, events: No visible or audible cell phones
permitted.
• Any one observed using a cell phone in a public space will be subject to having
staff and/or security checks to be sure cameras are covered and that no photos
have been taken. Violation of our No Photography Policy and Covered Lens on
Cell Phones can result in being removed from the event, and possibly banned
from all future NELA events, as well as legal action being taken against the
violator.

Photography
Attendees, Vendors, Presenters and NELA Volunteers and staff are prohibited from taking pictures or video in any public area of the venue. Public areas are
“Any area in the hotel that is not a privately-rented hotel room.”
We respect your privacy; however, please recall that you are at a public
event, and you are your own best protection. the Fetish Fair Fleamarket, NELA,
our host hotel, and our partner sponsoring groups and producers will not be liable
in the event that your picture is taken.
Camera phones and video phones are everywhere, but we’re asking you not
to use them or any other cameras in any public space. Reports of your unauthorized photography or recording of any kind will result in your being removed from
the event without refund. Please keep this in mind and avoid even the appearance of photographing/videoing others.
Please note that there will be some NELA-authorized photographers present
at this event. You should be aware of them; if you do not want to appear in any
picture. All authorized photographers will have a badge that they will display at all
times, and they are required to obtain your explicit permission before taking any
photograph (even if your face is obscured). These are the only photographers
allowed.
If a photographer asks you to pose for a photo and you agree, please be
sure to sign a photo release form.
It is proper procedure for authorized photographers to ask first before taking
a photo. Harassing attendees for photos is forbidden. If someone pressures you
for a photo, or takes an unauthorized photo “on the sly” please report it to NELA
staff or volunteers immediately. If you think you have been photographed without
your consent, you have the right to demand the film from the photographer or to
check their digital files and delete the ones you are in.
Attendees entering into agreements to be photographed privately are strongly encouraged to check the references of the person they are dealing with, to
have someone they know and trust with them during any private photo shoot,
and to resolve all issues of compensation and the rights to the images before
beginning a private photo shoot.
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Consent Concerns

Consent is crucial to a healthy community, and NELA takes consent issues very
seriously. Should you have a concern around consent during FFF #49, please
do not hesitate to approach or contact a NELA Board Member to meet with you
and address your concerns.

Transgender Etiquette

There are many people who are transgender (Transexual, Gender Queer,
Crossdresser, Gender Variant, and more) in our community. People who are
transgender and/or whose gender identity or expression does not conform to
stereotypes of male or female often face discrimination and harassment, particularly when accessing public events and spaces, especially restrooms. To be
inclusive and improve the quality of life for members of our community who are
transgender and attending the FFF, please read and act upon the following:

Restrooms

One way of acknowledging the needs of all people regardless of their gender
identity/expression is to to support people in using the gender-designated restroom that they identify with. Many people face harassment in public bathrooms
based on their perceived sex or gender identity; this can lead to anything from
emotional discomfort, to arrest, or even murder. Regardless of which restroom
you choose to use, please let everyone use the restroom of their choice in peace.

Pronouns

A person’s external appearance may not match their internal gender identity. You cannot determine the gender or sex of someone by their physical body,
voice, appearance or mannerisms. It’s best to ask people “What pronoun do you
prefer?” before using pronouns or gendered words. In group situations where
you don’t have an opportunity to ask someone what words they prefer, try using
gender-neutral phrases like “the person in the red shirt,” instead of “that woman
or man.”

Privacy and Respect For All Participants

Please respect the privacy and boundaries of people who are transgender, and do not ask unnecessary questions -- your personal curiosity, while
well-meaning, may be distressing to a person who identifies as transgender. If
someone discloses they are transgender, do not “out” (expose the identity) of the
person who is transgender to other people. The person who is transgender may
feel comfortable coming out to you, but may not wish to be out to other people.
Please treat everyone as you wish to be treated.
This section adapted from The Taskforce—2002 Portland Creating Change™ Host Committee Guidelines

~RULES & CONDUCT~
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Agreeable Agony

https://www.agreeableagony.com
Toys for pleasure, and toys for pain.... Agreeable Agony is a collective of crafters/
artisans and kinksters from the east coast US who build beautiful handmade floggers,
dragon tails, slappers, pitcher candles, claws, pretty colored bondage rope, and other
unique kinky toys, and have a passion for sex education!

Amaranth & Rue

https://www.etsy.com/shop/amaranthandrue
Handmade bath, body and beauty items. Rue Noir is my sister line with kinkier edibles,
aftercare balm, and more.

Artistic Alchemy

Catering to Dominatrix / Femdom

BADesign

https://www.etsy.com/people/BADesignStore
Handcrafted items designed to torture and delight. BADesign is a new, kink positive
endeavor. This business is owned and operated by a local Boston Kinkster and artisan,
who has been creating sensation tools privately for the last 5 years. B_A_White_Knight
enjoys working with a variety of materials to create new and unique designs.

Big Head Studio

http://bigheadstudio.com
Big Head Studio creates fantastic toys for kinky folks. We design custom violet wand
accessories and glass electrodes. and sell only the REAL violet wand, not some
imported knock off.

bossbondage.com & playpiercingkits.com

http://bossbondage.com
bossbondage.com offers handspun hemp jute and bamboo rope. Along with bondage
accessories. playpiercingkits.com offers play piercing supplies, pre made play piercing
kits, body modification and medical kink items

Dominance Loving Leather

http://swtchr2.biz
Home of the Original Evil Stick, and purveyor of quality leather goods.

Ethos Leather

http://ethosleather.com
Ethos Leather crafts high quality leather bondage gear for the kink community. We
recently moved to the New England area as part of a effort to become more sustainable.
Our new off-grid workshop is high efficiency and powered entirely by solar.

Fun With Fetish

https://www.etsy.com/shop/FunwithFetish
Fun With Fetish specializes in vegan friendly toys, electroplay, superhero themed
paddles, littles earrings, and much more.

HOLO

https://www.holowhips.com
We handcraft all of our leather creations from collars and floggers, to other more unique
items.
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Kitchen Sink Kink

http://kitchensinkkink.com
KSK mission is to help you SPICE up your love life. Our Gift packages help couples
discuss their sexual needs and likes (helpful and fun guide book included) in a fun , non
judgmental way as they explore with unique redesigned toys. We also have paddles ,
repurposed belts , jewelry, T shirts and other fun and creative toys.

Knotty Designs

Http://www.knottydesignshop.com
Knotty Designs makes custom paracord products for all your knotty lifestyle needs.

Leather by Danny

https://leatherbydanny.com/shop/en
Toys and Gear

LuLaRoe Ali Green

https://www.facebook.com/groups/LuLaRoeAliGreen
LuLaRoe is a US based clothing company whose mission is to inspire women to love
themselves for exactly who they are! Our leggings, tops, skirts, and dresses for women,
men, and kids are a balance of comfort, style, and fun. With sizes from XXS to 3XL,
there is a style to suit every body type!

Lust Beads

http://lustbeads.com
Lust Beads creates luxury erotic jewelry for you to wear and enjoy. Because who doesn’t
deserve the best in the bedroom? Nipple chains and dangles, and Morse Code jewelry.

Maniacal Leather

http://www.maniacalleather.expert
Maniacal Leather specializes in unique, high quality hand made impact items created
by artist Robert Waite.

Motives Cosmetics

Http://www.motivescosmetics.com/gervais
Custom cosmetics made just for you! We also offer makeup application, consultations,
classes, and a full line of quality cosmetics!

MSW Candles

https://www.etsy.com/shop/MSWCandles
MSW Candles has been making candles since Oct. 2012 for the wax player. With a
variety of sizes, colors and waxes there’s a candle for everyone. Need a block of wax
for your crock pot? We have that too. We carry black light reactive candles, wax play
supplies, such as protection sheets, Aloe gel, beginner kits, and more. We also carry a
small line of fun bath and body items, including massage oils. With new items coming
all the time you never know what we may surprise you with.

My Favorite Kink

http://www.etsy.com/shop/myfavoritekink
My Favorite Kink specializes in handmade BDSM goods. We offer a wide variety of
paracord, and vinyl floggers; as well as ticklers, restraints, gags, and much more.

My Lady’s Toys

myladystoys.com
My Lady’s Toys carries a vast selection of women’s clothing including corsets, skirts and
dresses. Their book selection includes many BDSM classics as well current fiction &
non-fiction releases. My Lady’s Toys also carry BDSM gear such as floggers, paddles,
gags, vibrators, nipple clamps and more.

~VENDORS~
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Orchid And Serpent

http://www.osbdsm.com
We sell a variety of BDSM toys including unique, hand crafted electroplay gear, male
chastity & cbt gear, handmade leather hats, accessories made of seat belts, handmade
tail butt plugs, glass dildos, gags, gas masks, floggers, paddles, crops, and collars &
cuffs (steel, vegan, and leather). Our custom made items may be found at www.Orchid
AndSerpentStores.com and our vast array of BDSM and Sex Toys may be found at
www.OSbdsm.com.

Pandora’s Box

http://pandorasbox.buzz
Sexy toys for all bodies.

Rand Leather

https://www.randleather.com
Rand Leather specializes in custom, handmade, leather fetish wear for casual kinksters
and serious Leatherfolk alike. Since 2012, Matthias Rand has been making bow
ties, harnesses, bondage gear, and custom leather clothing. Each piece is carefully
handcrafted to withstand whatever you throw at it. There’s something for everyone, and
if you don’t see what you’re looking for, Matt can make it. At Rand Leather, versatility is
a cornerstone, quality is non-negotiable, and tradition is the guidance, but not the rule.

RopesbyEDK / Rather Knotty Jewelry

https://www.ropesbyedk.com
High quality, handcrafted, bondage rope. When quality matters, my ropes deliver.

Sassamon Leather

http://www.sassamonleather.net
Sassamon Leather makes every item one at a time, by hand, at our workbench in New
England. We strive to continuously improve our methods and products. We have added
collars to our line of floggers and dragon tails. Custom orders welcome.

SteelBones Corsetry

http://steelbones.com
SteelBones Corsetry. The finest around. So many corsets. So much instant gratification.

Sunspot Designs

http://sunspotdesigns.com
Gothic, fantasy, and bling jewelry

Tandy Leather

https://www.tandyleather.com
Vendors of fine leathercraft products for nearly 100 years. We carry a full range of
quality leather, hardware, tools, and care and treatment products to ensure you keep
your leather looking it’s best for years to come!

The Dragon’s Design

Custom Creations in Leather, vegan friendly PVC, and colorful chains. Belts, bracelets,
earrings and accessories. Chokers and collars. Corsets and waist cinchers. Chain
dresses, skirts and tops. Armor and armor pieces. Artisan on site to create or modify
your own creations and fantasies.

The Latex Store

http://www.thelatexstore.com
The Latex Store carries our own line of latex clothing and has been in business for over
20 years.
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TotemX Creations

http://www.totemx.com
TotemX Creations is the home of the best sensation toy you can fit in your pocket. Metal
claw tips are buried in real, rich rabbit fur for huge range of sensation play. Check out
the Violet Wand friendly version too. Just look us up at www.totemx.com.

Touch of Fur

http://www.touchoffur.com
Hand Crafted Fox tail Butt Plugs, Floggers, Collars, Cuffs, Restraints and More!

Vaingloria

https://www.etsy.com/shop/vaingloria
Goth and fetish-inspired leather clothes and accessories, including but not limited to
chokers, harnesses, belts, bras, purses, etc. Custom orders are always welcome. All
pieces can be adorned with studs and/or spikes, of which I carry many different styles.

Vicious Whips

http://etsy.com/shop/viciouswhips
A purveyor of the highest quality nylon whips, floggers, and dragontails! Crafted with
the greatest attention to detail - All of our whips are built using construction methods
identical to traditional leather whips for the best performance!

Viktoria Creations

Http://www.viktoriacreations.com
Home-crafted paddles and floggers - providing a range of sensations and made with a
variety of materials. I also built a cleverly designed Spanking Horse and ABDL furniture.

Violet Wand Store

www.violetwandstore.com
Violet Wand Store: Specializing
in high quality, reasonably priced
items to enhance your sensual
experiences. We offer traditional
and solid state Violet Wand
Kits as well as a large selection
of violet wand accessories,
conductive: whip, rope, cupping
sets and carbon fiber canes. For
those not into electrical play we
offer a unique and ever changing
selection of paddles, canes,
fetish kits, rope and leather items. We’ve expanded and now offer Pup, Littles and
Medical Play items. Finally, we are a big believer in education so we offer a selection of
books & DVDs to help you enhance or explore a new skill!

wicked woodshop

https://www.etsy.com/shop/TheWickedWoodshop
Wicked Woodshop makes unique, custom, wicked things out of exotic hardwoods,
including our popular 3D collectible paddles. The unique designs and raised graphics
combine to leave a lasting impression. We are also the home of the original “spanky
pop” as well as canes, floggers and other toys with hand turned hardwood handles,
making each one unique. Be sure to stop by and check out all the wicked wooden
wares!

~VENDORS~
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NE-DS

http://www.ne-ds.org/
The New England Dungeon Society is a
pan sexual educational, support and social
group.We conduct regular BDSM seminars,
workshops and demonstrations, social events
for members and their escorted guests, as well
as many and varied special events.The New
England Dungeon Society has been providing a
comfortable environment for people to explore bondage, dominance & submission, and
their kinkier side since 1993. We are a volunteer organization that depends upon its
membership.

NHOT

http://nhot.org
Serving the BDSM community since June
of 2013, NHOT (New Hampshire Order of
the Triskelion) is dedicated to providing safe and welcoming opportunities for the
exploration of Power Exchange and its benefit to body, mind and spirit.

Operation Hammond

www.operationhammond.com
We are a non profit organization of like-minded individuals
within the anime, sci-fi, fantasy and pop culture convention
community dedicated to bringing awareness of first aid,
emergency preparedness and training to people who
attend and staff kink/fetish, anime, sci-fi, fantasy and pop
culture conventions. We are nerds helping nerds in times
of need.

Rednawa

http://rednawa.net
Rednawa is the first aerial rope arts studio in New England.
A dedicated rope space open to the public and any individual
interested in the rope arts. We cater to rope artists

Salem MA Area Kink
(S.M.A.K.)

https://denparties.wixsite.com/smak
S.M.A.K. (Salem MA Area Kink) is a growing
organization of like-minded individuals from
the North Shore area of Boston. We host
educational sessions and Shibari in Salem
every month. One of our most popular events
is the Kinky Kampout. We also have special
events planned throughout the year.
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Sky Institute

http://skyinstitutetraining.blogspot.com
Sky Institute is a community service organization
that offers trainings and educational materials
on D/s topics (skyinstitutetraining.blogspot.
com). Alternative lifestyle counseling, too. Free
consultations, individuals /couples, at the Flea.
(gatescounseling.com).

The Network/La Red

tnlr.org
The Network/La Red is a survivor-led, social justice organization that works to end
partner abuse in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, BDSM, polyamorous, and queer
communities. Rooted in anti-oppression principles, our work aims to create a world
where all people are free from
oppression. We strengthen
our communities through
organizing, education, and
the provision of support
services.

The Rogue Project

www.theartofbeingrogue.com/the-rogue-project password:WelcomeKinkster
The Rogue Project is a tool to explore your deepest kinks and dastardly desires. A diverse
space that blends art with the exploration of deviant sexuality, RLA studio is a gallery,
not a sex club, a place to engage the senses and heighten our human experience.
From suspensions to sissification, tattooing and branding to medical fetishes, our
industrial dungeon features unusual devices
to terrify and excite your erotic mind

The Society

http://www.thesocietyct.org
The Society is a pansexual BDSM organization
that strives to foster a spirit of unity within the
Leather Community and with others sharing
our common interests. The Society strives to
provide
a
safe haven for the gathering of like minded individuals
for socialization and education.

Trans Spectrum Kinksters

https://nelaonline.org/special-interest-groups/tsk
Trans* Spectrum Kinksters (TSK) is a NELA SIG
formed in order to: provide a space for education
and community building for trans* and gender nonconforming kinksters, provide a platform specifically
for trans* and gender non-conforming kinksters
to educate on topics that are often overlooked
or underrepresented at mainstream events, and
increase the visibility and voice of trans* and gender
non-conforming identified folks within the kink
community.

~COMMUNITY~
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SUMMER FETISH FAIR FLEAMARKET® FFF49

DUCHESS
11:30 - 12:30
1:00 - 4:30

Naked Yoga with sepiessa
Bullwhip Lounge, hosted by Lady Nim

PRINCESS
11:30 - 12:30
1:00 - 4:30

Community Stickies

Rope Lounge, hosted by
Nymphetamine and Naughty Em

SEMINAR ROOM 20 MINUTE KINKY DEMOS
11:30

Bootblacking with Jay Falcon

1:00

Sexy, Fun and Safe(er)! with dee

2:00

Pondering Polyamory with Skyla

12:00
1:30
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00

SIG SERVICE
STATION
11:00 - 5:00
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Hypnokink with LeeAllure

Sadistic Rope with Lord Percival
Body Impact with Sara Scalper

Slow Rope: Exploring the Sensuous
Side of Rope Bondage with RopeRider

Negotiation in Action with Lia Love & Iya
Sounding: Urethral Fun with Thista Minai

Donations going to REACH
Beyond Domestic Violence, Inc
Bootblacking and Foot Massage

~SCHEDULE~

JOIN US
Sep 29—Oct 1, 2017
Billerica, MA
EXPLORE
YOURSELF
RETREAT
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this Retreat is about exploring who you are, how you live, and making powerful, healthy choices.
Those choices are individual for you as a person who serves and/or submits.

Servant's Retreat is not a Service 101 course of study, but rather, it is an intensive, interactive weekfor serve.
questions,
please
email
end created for people who submit, bottom, and/or
It is for
people
who sweetwisterias@gmail.com
are 24/7 or who serve
Register
event
byyears
Aug 31,
a few hours a month and anywhere in between. It is for people who have
been for
serving
20+
or 2017
only a few months experience. It is open to all genders and orientations. It is not about fantasy but
the realities of service. It is about the realities of living well and understanding ourselves fully.
Each session has worksheets and focuses on a different emotional or intellectual area of service.
Some of the concepts we explore are: who we are as people; submission and self esteem; our past/
present and how that effects our service; maintaining submission and obedience; training; selfmaintenance, personal growth, concepts of punishment and reward, and much more. Mostly, this
Retreat is about exploring who you are, how you live, and making powerful, healthy choices. Those
choices are individual for you as a person who serves and/or submits.
For those of you who wondered if this event is where bottoms/submissives/slaves whine-- that's not
this event. Personal foundations is the goal and a good foundation doesn't include whining.
Servant's Retreat generally runs Friday through Sunday. Due to the intensity of the seminar, only a
limited number of attendees will be accepted. Register early to ensure your attendance by prepaying.
We also accept monthly installment payments. Click the link on the top menu that says Register and
pick the Servant's Retreat you wish to attend on the registration page.

Register today: www.bdsmclasses.com

~SCHEDULE~
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Body Impact

Impact—Sat 2:30 PM—20min—Seminar

Although BDSM toys can be really fun to use during impact scenes,
there’s nothing quite as effective at causing pain as your built-in tools,
i.e. parts of your body! During this demo, Sara Scalper will (with the
help of their lovely wife AJ wielding a pillow!) show you techniques that
will have your bottom squirming in pain even though you are using
nothing more than your body and your imagination.
Sara Scalper

Bootblacking: Making a Connection
General Skills—Sat 11:30 AM—20min—Seminar

Join Jay as he walks us through an interpersonal oil tan bootblacking
scene. Bootblacking is not only about getting a good shine, it can be
fun, sensual and erotic. Jay will demonstrate the connection that can
happen between the bootblack and the person in the chair.
Jay Falcon

Bullwhip Lounge

Whip—Sat 1:00 PM—3hr 30min—Princess

The Bullwhip Lounge is the place for all things whip related. Need a spot
to practice, want to try out that new whip you just bought in vending,
need a little help with your technique, or just want to see what whips
are all about? The Bullwhip Lounge is the place for you. We’ll have
instructors on hand to help you out, and if you want to experience what
a whip feels like, in a safe environment, we can do that for you too.
Don’t have a whip yet? No worries, we have plenty and we’ll even let
you use them if you are nice to us.
Lady Nim

Community Stickies

Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess

Are you new to the community? Do you have
some questions you’ve been dying to ask?
A variety of questions will be posted on giant
sticky notes around the room. Invited guests
will support discussions at each question. When
you hear the bell, move to another sticky! Have
fun, ask questions, and learn something new.
Lord Percival(m), Thista Minai, Sara Scalper, Skyla,
RopeRider, SweetWisteria, P.E.T.E., Stephan
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Hypnokink

Hypnosis—Sat 12:00 PM—20min—Seminar

Have you been wondering about
the possibilities of hypnokink? Does
it almost seem impossible what
you may have seen or heard about
other people doing with it? Would
you like to discover some ways
you can add hypnosis to enhance
your BDSM relationships? Come
join LeeAllure for this 20 minute
demonstration of the possibilities!
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Lunch Break

General Skills—Sat 12:30 PM—20min—Seminar

Time to eat!

Naked Yoga: work out your kinks with yoga...
Movement—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Princess

You’ll be guided through gentle yoga postures, breathing techniques
and meditation. All skill levels are welcome, including yoga virgins. Got
range of motion issues? No worries, most poses can be modified to
accommodate limitations.
sepiessa

Negotiation in Action

General Skills—Sat 3:30 PM—20min—Seminar

I wanna do bad things with you. Oh? Let’s talk! Bear witness to a live
negotiation demo with Lia Love and -Iya-.
Lia Love, Iya

Pondering Polyamory

Communication—Sat 2:00 PM—20min—Seminar

Considering adding polyamory to your dynamic? Get the quick and
dirty answers to the following questions: What are some basic words
I should be familiar with? What does an ethical non-monogamous STI
negotiation look like in my relationships? Along with suggestions on
how to avoid common poly pitfalls.
Skyla

~PROGRAM~
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Rope Lounge: An
Afternoon of Ropey
Goodness

Rope—Sat 1:00 PM—3hr 30min—
Duchess

Rope Lounge is a dedicated space
for learning, practicing, sharing,
and exchanging ideas about rope
at the Flea. The Rope Lounge is an
open-to-all safe space. There will be
experienced rope tops and bottoms
available to answer your questions
or to support you in your discovery
of rope.
Nymphetamine

Sadistic Rope

Rope—Sat 1:30 PM—20min—Seminar

Rope can be many things, from sensuous, to serious, from hilarious to
hurt, and everything in between. This demo is about the more sadistic
side of rope. Warning for those of sensitive and empathetic nature, it
might be a bit of a rough ride.
Lord Percival

Sexy, Fun and Safe(er)!: A quick overview of safer
sex techniques
General Skills—Sat 1:00 PM—20min—Seminar

Safer sex is a set of practices that allow you to enjoy sexy times without
the anxiety afterwards. We will discuss how to get yourself tested, talk
to prospective sex partners, and how to negotiate for an enjoyable
scene all around!
dee

SIG Service Station

Visit the NELA SIG (Special Interest Group)
service station! Sit back and relax as we shine
your boots or massage your feet. We are
located in the vending room. Donations will go
to REACH Beyond Domestic Violence (http://
reachma.org/).
Jay Falcon
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Slow Rope: Exploring the Sensuous Side of Rope
Bondage
Rope—Sat 3:00 PM—20min—Seminar

Rope bondage can be harsh, sadistic, and strenuous. But rope has a
soft, sensuous side, too. When we slow down, let go of the technical
details, and tie with intent, rope bondage can become an exquisite dance
between two souls. In this session, we’ll talk about, and demonstrate,
how to create great connection inside of a rope scene.
RopeRider

Sounding: Urethral Fun

General Skills—Sat 4:00 PM—20min—Seminar

Are you thirsting for a new way to fuck your partner? Do you yearn to be
filled in yet another hole? Come discover the fabulous world of urethral
sounding!
Thista Minai

Vending—Grand Ballroom
Come, buy things!

Welcomes you to
the Summer Flea!

Floggers • Dragon Tails • Collars and More
Custom Orders Welcome
Visit our website:
sassamonleather.net

Present this ad for
$10 OFF any
in stock item
~PROGRAM~
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dee NP is a safer sex educator and Nurse Practitioner who works
at a local LGBTQ clinic. She meets with patients every day who
are looking to maximize their fun, while reducing their risk level.
Dee started in the scene 7 years ago at the Kinky Seder, and has
been enjoying bondage and escape ever since! When she isn’t
working or kinking, she finds time to geek out to Doctor Who, knit,
and read.
Sexy, Fun and Safe(er)!: A quick overview of safer sex techniques—
General Skills—Sat 1:00 PM—20min—Seminar

-Iya- has been in the open kink scene since 2009 exploring her
love of rope, impact, whips and erotic hypnosis in events up and
down the East Coast. She has taught in a variety of settings on
the topics of communication, bodywork and self-awareness for
over 25 years and is delighted to bridge into the kink community.
Don’t let the friendly demeanor fool you - the sadism runs deep
in this one.

Preferred pronoun: She, Her, Hers
https://www.nelaonline.org - New England Leather Alliance (NELA)
https://www.facebook.com/NELAWeb/ - NELAWeb on Facebook
https://twitter.com/FetishFlea - @FetishFlea on Twitter
https://twitter.com/MySweetIya1 - @MySweetIya1 on Twitter
Negotiation in Action—General Skills—Sat 3:30 PM—20min—Seminar

Jay Falcon began his public blacking in 2011 and quickly
developed a well-deserved reputation for excellence, attention
to detail, and superb technical skills which earned him the titles
of 2011 and 2012 Northeast Community Bootblack. He is the
resident bootblack of the Providence Eagle and yet, still finds
the time to travel to and black at different events throughout New
England.
SIG Service Station—Lounge—Sat 11:00 AM—6hr—Vending
Bootblacking: Making a Connection—General Skills—Sat 11:30 AM—20min—Seminar

Lady Nim’s passion is for whips. She has been in lifestyle about
20 years, and in those years, she has been mentored and have
mentored others. She loves education of all skills and concepts.
“Knowledge is power”. She has a collared slave Kevin who is her
happiness.
Bullwhip Lounge—Whip—Sat 1:00 PM—3hr 30min—Princess

LeeAllure has been entrancing people with her silk-like voice for many years.
She organizes NEST, the world’s largest and longest running tickling convention,
DeepMindDarkWood, a hypnosis retreat, and the London Hypnosis Workshops. She
teaches hypnosis classes at various international BDSM events, and is the author of
Hypnotic Amnesia, the Book You Remember on How to Forget, with D.J. Pynchon.
http://leeallure.com :: LeeAllure
Hypnokink—Hypnosis—Sat 12:00 PM—20min—Seminar
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Lia Love is a college professor, writer, and long time legal
advocate for survivors of sexual and domestic violence. She is
trained in conflict resolution, mediation, and negotiation and will
be serving as the Conflict Solutions (CS) team leader for TESFest
‘17. Lia has been an active participant in BDSM sexuality for over
thirty years. Her professional background includes extensive
experience as an elite fitness coach, self-defense instructor, and
academic research assistant. Lia’s areas of teaching specialties
include Ethics, World Religions, and Philosophy. She is a native New Yorker and
currently calls the Hudson Valley home.
Negotiation in Action—General Skills—Sat 3:30 PM—20min—Seminar

Lord Percival (Percy) has been active in the scene for more than
four decades. Mostly known for his rope mastery, education is a
particular passion of Percy’s. He is currently on the Board of NELA
(New England Leather Alliance), as Director of Programming and
Education.
https://www.nelaonline.org - New England Leather Alliance (NELA)
Preferred pronoun: He, Him, His
Community Stickies(m)—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess
Sadistic Rope—Rope—Sat 1:30 PM—20min—Seminar

_Nymphetamine_’s interest in bondage was rekindled in 2010,
whilst exploring the kink communities in north Florida. Finding
herself in Boston circa 2013, she reached out to the local
Hitchin’ Bitches chapter to get acquainted, finally getting serious
about rope. Identifying as a switch-y, witchy, lover of learning, _
Nymphetamine_ loves to cook and spend time with friends in her
spare time.
Rope Lounge: An Afternoon of Ropey Goodness—Rope—Sat 1:00 PM—3hr 30min—Duchess

P.E.T.E. has been an active tickling & foot fetishist for 20 years. He
is an instructor for the Kink Academy, runs play events for Tickle
New England! and created New England Feet to build community,
support, information & safe connection. P.E.T.E. embraces his
kinks as fun, sensual & erotic practices that hold great dynamic
benefits ranging from vanilla to deeply spiritual, healing & sexual.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ticklene - Tickle New England
Email: footplay210@yahoo.com :: https://fetlife.com/users/85240 - fetlife:
PETE210
Community Stickies—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess

RopeRider is the organizer of the rope bondage convention Bound
In Boston. He began his journey with rope bondage as a fetish
photographer, but quickly found that he enjoys both participating
in and photographing rope play.
http://www.BoundInBoston.com - Bound In Boston
Community Stickies—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess
Slow Rope: Exploring the Sensuous Side of Rope Bondage—Rope—Sat
3:00 PM—20min—Seminar

~PRESENTERS~
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Sara Scalper is a genderfluid, queer, nonmonogamous ethical
sadist who’s been topping for almost 15 years, has been involved
in public BDSM for almost 13, and has been part of the Boston
scene since 2010. They’ve taught for NELA at Winter and Summer
Fleas and at Bound In Boston, NH Kinky Con, Wicked Women,
and many more events. They’re often seen with their wife and
collared submissive, AJ, who helps them present.

Preferred pronoun: She/her/hers or they/them/theirs
Community Stickies—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess
Body Impact—Impact—Sat 2:30 PM—20min—Seminar

sepiessa, a self-proclaimed YogaGeek, is immersed in a longstanding love affair with everything yoga (the mindspace, sense
of floatiness, the squeeze and release, etc). She’s practiced yoga
since 1997 and was certified to teach by a well-respected school
in the summer of 2003. Little did she know that years later she’d
discover the many parallels between kink and yoga.
Naked Yoga: work out your kinks with yoga...—Movement—Sat 11:30
AM—1hr—Princess

Skyla identifies as a sadist with a love of bondage and a penchant
for sparkle. She’s been in an open marriage for about 5 years
with a fellow kinkster, NotsoVanillo. Skyla juggles a long distance
romantic relationship in addition to her marriage and other local
play partners. Her husband has 2 long term partners in addition
to her. She enjoys life with her “polycule” and would not have it
any other way. On the kink side, she enjoys making boys whimper
and having them at her feet. She is an avid reader, feminist, and
cat lady. Skyla enjoys sounding, iced coffee, and getting what she wants. She doesn’t
bite, so please introduce yourself!

Preferred pronoun: she/her/hers
Community Stickies—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess
Pondering Polyamory —Communication—Sat 2:00 PM—20min—Seminar

Akuda has been in the scene
for almost 20 years and has
maintained M/s relationships
since entering. He finds the
most contentment in day to
day life when someone is in
service to him. He likes the
commitment it takes to be in
relationships of this intensity
and seeks to share his
knowledge and experience
with anyone who wants to
explore the deeper side of
M/s.
Community Stickies—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess
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SweetWisteria has been in the scene for eight years. She entered knowing that slavery
spoke to her core and has sought out structured M/s relationships for this reason. She
finds significant value in being of service and in serving others, and is exploring how
teaching on lifestyle subjects may be another way of meeting this personal need.
Community Stickies—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess

Thista Minai is a priestess, polytheist, spiritworker, Ordeal
facilitator, and founder of Spectrum Gate Mysteries. She has
fifteen years of experience with designing and conducting rituals,
performing various types of energy work, and teaching workshops
on a wide variety of topics ranging from metaphysics and energy
dynamics to sacred sexuality and the Ordeal path.
Community Stickies—Communication—Sat 11:30 AM—1hr—Duchess
Sounding: Urethral Fun—General Skills—Sat 4:00 PM—20min—Seminar
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